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Nearly twenty years after the landmark SCATHA progrmq sp~cecraft charging and its
associated plasma interactions continue to be major issum for Earth-orbiting spacecraft. Although
typically thought of as a surface effect on geosynchronous spacecraft internal charging and lowaltitude phenomena are increasingly causing concern. Since the time of SCATHA, spacecraft
charging investigation efforts were focused on surface effects and spacecraft design issues. Today a
growing proportion of spacecraft anonudies are believed to be caused by internal charging effects
(charging and ESD events inside the spacecraf? Faraday cage). This review will, following a brief
summary of the state of the art in surface charging, concentrate on the problems introduced by
penetrating electrons (“internal charging”) and related processes (buried charge and deep dielectric
charging) and on the issues tied to the densq low altitude plasma environment and the auroral
zone. Likewisq with the advent of tethered spacecraft and the deployment of the International
Space Station (shortly), low altitude charging has taken on a new significance and urgency.
Introduction
Garrettl reviewed the field of spacecraft charging as of
1980. Spacecraft charging, defined in that review as the
buildup of charge on spacemaft surt%ces or in the
spacecraft interior, has been of concern to users and
operators of spacecraft since the first days of the space
age. In the original review, the study of spacecraft
charging was characterized by four phases. The first
phase, the “pre-space age”, was primarily concerned with
the theory of simple probe charging and with rocket
measurements of charging in the ionosphere. It ended in
1957 with the launch of Sputnik. The brief second phase
was marked by the formal foundations of charging theory
(at least in the ionosphere) and by the first tentative
measurements by satellites. The third phase, in the early
60’s, was cbaracterimd by the first accurate measurements
of charging on spacecraft and rockets. Self-consistent
models were developed and factors such as secondary
emission and photoelectron currents were included in
these models. It ended roughly in 1965 with the
publishing of E. C. Whipple’s thesis2 on spawcrafl
charging.
That thesis and reviews by Brundin?
Bourdeau$ and others established the basic components
of charging theory and the range of observations. The
fourth phase, from 1965 to 1980, was characterized by
increasingly more sophisticated models of spacecraft
surface charging, in-situ measurements, and definition of
the space plasma environment. Giving impetus to the
study of spacecratl charging, the first in-situ observations
of kilovolt potentials at geosynchronous orbit were
reported by DeForest5 in 1972. This period ended with
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the ftight and analysis of the SCATHA (P78-2)
spacecraft.
R e v i e w s b y Garrettl and Whipple6
summarized the major theoretical and observational
findings of the period. ‘Ihe engineering implications of
these findings were summarized in the NASA Spacecratl
Charging Design Guidelines and MIL STD 1541 A.*
This review will provide an overview of the changes
in the field of spacecraft charging between 1980 and the
present--other papers in the session will review these
changes in detail. The 15 years between the original
review in 1980 and now mark the fifth “age of charging”.
Although the changes since 1980 have in general been in
emphasis, there has been a major shifi in attitude vis a vis
surface charging versus intend charging caused by
pemlrating electrom+whereas the former was always an
important process, in recent years it has become
increasingly clear that, as external charging is now
routinely addressed in spacecraft design, a growing
propcntion of spacecrdi anomalies are now believed to be
caused by “internal” charging (defined as charging inside
the Faraday cage of the spacecraft). Likewise, with the
importance of the Space Station to the national space
program, the charging effects of low Earth orbit have
become of increasing concern. Finally, the continuing
desire to use high voltages in space and to utilim tethers
have in particular led to growth in these areas doring the
fifth period.
Surface Charging
Surface chargin~ in this paper refers to charging
effects and electrostatic discharge effects on the outside of
It is now universally
the spacecraft “Faraday cage”.
recognized as an important design consideration for
spacecraft. Surface charging is defined by the current
balance equation:

I~v) = IE(V) -( Is(V) + I~sJ.V)
+ lS,(V) + I~~~(v) + Ip~(v))

defined in NASA 2361 7 and MIL-STD 1541A.8 The
methods for controlling and mitigating surface charging
were the direct outgrowth of the SCATHA experience.
Actual flight experience over the last decade has
repeatedly demonstrated the value of these methods.
Indeed they have consistently proven to be successfi.sl in
limiting the effects of surface charging. Coupled with
newly developed materials and appropriate spacecraft
design considerations, surface charging can be controlled
over the regions marked off in Fig. 1,
Although it is still difficult to adequately predict
geomagnetic activity with anything more than a half to
one hour lead time, it has proven possible, based on insitu measurements, to estimate absolute surface charging
levels with some accuracy from measurements of the
plasma (note: differential potentials are another matter
altogether and rexqu ire sophisticated codes such as
NASCAP to provide satisfactory results). In Garrett et
al.,l 9 data from plasma sensors on one geosynchronous
spacecraft were successfully used to determine charging
levels at another spacecraft. These measurements, which
can be had in near-real time, can be used to estimate
charging levels at other spacecraft within several hours of
l%is
local time around the observing spacecraft.
capability is demonsbated in Fig. 2 where data from one
spacecraft (the USAF Defense Support Program or DSP
satellite) are used to estimate potentials on the near-by
ATS-6. Of interest is that this was done with only three
electron energy channels. The results imply that surface
charging is prlmaril y a function of the large fluctuations
in electron current at energies of a few 10’s of keV and
that it is possible to provide a “spacecraft surface charging
index”.

(1)

where
V = surface potential relative to space
11= total current to spacecraft surface at V;
= O at equilibrium when all the current sources
balance
1~ = incident ambient electron current
11= incident positive ion cument
I~E = secondary emitted electron current due 1~
lsl = secondary emitted electron cument due to 1,
IB~E = back scattered electron current due to IE
I1,H = photoel~on current

Fig. 19 is an approximation of the expected range of
the threat in terms of surface potential (in the absen~e of
photoemission) as a function of altitude and inclination.
The primary region of surface charging is, as has been
recognized for many years, in and near geosynchronous
orbit. This region was extensively mapped by the
SCATHA satellite.
The characteristics of this
environment have been presented in a series of descriptive
“atlases”. )o-]s Of increasing interest, however, is the
portion of the charging environment below 1000 km in
the polar regions.
Although not as dramatic as
geosynchronous charging, “low altitude” surface charging
in this region is more common than originally thought
(see Section IV).
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Internal Charging

Internal charging as used here refers to the
accumulation of electrical charge on the interior of a
spacecraft due to the penetration of high energy (E 100
keV) electrons. During the Voyager 1 passage by Jupiter
on September 5, 1977, 20,21 42 identical electrical
anomfilies were observed. These were subsequently
attributed to internal charging. In particular, it was
postulated that -MeV electrons had penetrated the surface
of a Cdble and built up charge sufficient to cause arcing.
Analysis of SCATHA, CRRES, and DSP data22 showed
l-aboratory studies by Leung, 23
similar effects.
Frederickson,24-2b and others demonstrated that internal
(also called buried) charging was a potential source of
discharges. As a result, a series of internal charging
experiments were flown on the CRRES spacecraft in
1990-1991 ?6 These experiments, which exposed a
variety of configumtions of isolated conducting surfaces
and dielectrics to the Earth’s radiation environment,
clearly demonstrated the reality of this effect. Over 4000
pulses were detected during the 13 months lifetime of the
CRRII.S spacecraft. As in the case of SCATHA for
surface charging, CRRES marked a watershed in the
study of internal charging.
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Fig. 1 Surface potential contours (in the absence of
sunlight) as a function of altitude and latitude.9
The surface charging environment has been mapped
out for other planets--surface potentials have been
estimated for example for Jupiter.l 6 In support of such
predictions, the Voyagers have observed large surface
charging throughout the solar system--tens of kV at
Jupiterl T and -400 V at Uranus.l 8 Many interplanetary
spacecraft are now, as a result, designed to minimize
surface charging as a matter of course. These design
techniques are based on design guidelines and standards
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The computation of internal charging resembles
surface charging calculations with the inclusion of space
charge. The basic problem is the calculation of the
electric field and charge density in a self-consistent
fashion over the three-dimensional space of interest. The
primary difference between the two is the role that the
conductivity of the material plays in the process.
Poisson’s equation must be solved subject to the
continuity equation in the dielectric. As a simple
planar
consider a
one-dimensional,
example,
approximation at a position X in the dielectric. The
equation at X is then:
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Electron and ion penetration ranges in
Fig. 3
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where E is the electric field at X, t is time, u is the
conductivity in (ohm-m)-] (= UO + u,). Here a. is the
dark conductivity, U, is the radiation induced
conductivity, 27 c is the dielectric constant. J is the
incident particle flux (current density) at X including
primal-y and secondary particles. A solution of this
equation for o and J independent of time is:

Fig. 2 Measurements of the 30- to 80-keV electron
channels from the DSP CPA instrument compared
with the plasma and charging environment at ATS
6 .1 9
Except for bulk conducting materials, charge will be
deposited over a finite depth--indeed, any particle with
energy over a few eV will penetrate the surface. The

depth of penetration and charge deposition is a function of
stopping power, the energy of the impinging particles,
and any electric fields normal to the surface (see Fig. 3 for
the penetration depth of energetic electrons and protons in
aluminum). A common spacecraft surface configuration
that will exhibit this behavior consists of an exposed
dielectric material with a conducting backing connected to
the spacecraft ground. Charge will accumulate (or diffuse
away) in the dielectric over time as a function of the
conductivity of the material and the imposed electric
fields. If the charge accumulating in the dielectric induces
a field greater than the breakdown strength of the material
(typically of the order of 10 5 to 106 V/cm), a discharge
can occur within the material or from the interior of the
dielectric to one of its surfaces.

E = EO exp(-ctk) + (J/o)(l - exp(-ot/s))

(3)

where EO is the imposed electric field at t=O.
Although an approximation, these two equations
demonstrate the basic features of radiation induced
charging. In particular, they demonstrate the importance
of the charging time constant (z = do). For many
materials, z ranges from 10 s to 10 3 s. Some common
space dielectric materials have even longer constants. In
regions where the dose rate is high (enhancing the
radiation conductivity), the E field comes to equilibrium
rapidly. In lightly irradiated regions, where the time
constant is long (tht! dark conductivity dominates), the
field takes a long time to reach equilibrium. Depending
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Fig. 4 GOES-2 E >1.2 MeV electron flux at geosynchronous orbit between July 1980 and May 1982 compared with
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Low Altitude Charging
Spacecraft orbiting at low altitudes must also be
concerned with charging. At this time, the threat is not
as well defined from a design standpoint as it has been for
surface and internal charging. Because of the complex
magnetohydrodynamic flow fields and, with Space
Station and similar large bodies, the effects of structure
size and shape in high density plasmas, hypersonic
plasma interactions at low altitudes have always presented
an analytic challenge. With the proliferation of super
computers and massively parallel processors, a number of
spacecraft charging problems at low altitudes are for the
first time yielding to numerical analysis. Intiicate
geometries, magnetic fields, changing composition, and
imposed potentials can now all be effectively modeled.
As outlined in Hastings’28 recent review, low altitude
charging analysis is coming of age.
Turning to the basic physics, the low altitude
charging problem is best represented by the movement of
a body through a dense, cool ionospheric plasma. For a
typical spacecraft, its characteristic dimensions are, in
contrast to geosynchronous orbit, quite large compared to
the plasma debye length. This factor makes current flow
computations for complex geometries and field
configurations difficult. However, the basic variations
can be illustrated for the current flow to a flat plate. In
the absence of externally-imposed fields or currents (i.e.,
particle beams), the current flow to a planar surface on a
spacwraft in the ionosphere as a function of an~le relative
t; the velocity angle c~n be expressed by:

1011 electrons/cm2 on the interior of a spaccxxaft may
cause internal discharges. Electron energies of importance
are between 100 keV to 3 MeV. Charging times at these
energies and the fluxes at geosynchronous orbit would be
about 3 to 30 hrs. At lower charging rates, material
conductivity often leaks off the charge so that internal
charging would not be a problem.
In Fig. 4,
measurements of the E > 1.2 MeV electrons at
geosynchronous orbit by the GOES-2 satellite between
July 1980 and May 1982 and star-sensor anomalies on the
DSP satellite are seen to be well correlated confining
this proposition.22
As of this date, detailed and specific published
guidelines have not been formulated for preventing or
controlling internal charging. Although many of the
procedures for limiting surface charging can be applied to
internal charging, there are issues specific to internal
charging that are not covered in 2631 or in MIL-STD
1541 A. There is not yet a consensus in the spacecraft
engineering community as to what and to what degree
design features are necesxuy to limit internal charging
effects. This lack of consensus has resulted in several
spacecraft suffering upsets that might have been avoided if
proper guidelines had been in place. Recently, two Anik
spacecraft apparently suffered serious consequences as a
result of this lack of consistent guidelines. On January
20 and 21, 1994, the Anik-El and E2 spacecraft suffered
serious upsets within hours of each other that resulted in
brief loss of one and a six month outage to the other.
Subsequent analysis has implicated internal charging as
the cause.
As in the case of surface charging, there are currently
on station several geosynchronous monitors that can be
used to provide a real-time “internal charging index” (Fig.
4). When the flux exceeds a critical number for a given
spacecraft (this number is very dependent on spacecraft
design), arcing may occur.
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,

0 = angle between sensor normal and velocity vector
& = collection area
a = grid transparency function
a = most probable ion thermal velocity
V8 = spacecraft velocity
~ = charge
Ti = ion temperature
k = Boltzmann constant
ni = number density

difference is applied between the plate and the small body
(this might conespond to a crew module biased relative to
the main arrays). As the potential difference is increased,
the flow field becomes even more altered.
Jf8)/J,

The current predicted by this equation29,30 is plotted
as a function of angle relative to the spacecraft velocity

vedor in Figure 5. It illustrates the characteristic “ramwake” variation in the current with angle. Similar
predictions for a cylindrical geome~,3 1 as a function of
altitude (and hence composition), are compared with
actual data from measurements on a small spacecmft32 in
Fig. 6. The agreement is quite good and demonstrates
how current flow varies dramatically with angle and
composition. When magnetic fields, imposed potentials,
and complex geometries are also included, the difficulty
of the problem changes dramatically and can seldom be
addressed analytically as above.
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Fig. 6 Normalized electron current versus angular
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position of the plasma probe on Explorer 31.
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Fig. 5 Positive ion current density versus angle to
the satellite velocity vector at 3.6 km/s.30
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As a sample of the difficulties that a typical problem
can introduce, consider a large biased solar panel in low
Earth orbit. Figure 7 is a plot of the plasma flow field
for a large flat plate (representing say a large Space
Station solar array panel) at low altitudes. This figure33
illustrates several possible variations. The first frame
(Fig, 7a) is for an unbiased plate in a low altitude
ionospheric plasma at -Mach 8. Next, a small, isolated
body is inserted in the flow field behind the plate and
allowed to float to an equilibrium potential. This alters
the flow field slightly (Fig. 7b). Next, an externally
imposed current source is applied (an auroral particle
beam such as observed at high inclinations). The main
plate does not alter its potential significantly but the
smaller body, because it is shielded from the ionospheric
plasma, begins to charge. As it does so, it significantly
alters the wake flow (Fig. 7c). In Fig. 7d, a potential
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Fig. 7 LOW altitude potential and ion flow contours
for four different conditions (see text) .33
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The calculations just presented barely introduce the
rich variety of low altitude plasma interactions now being
studied. Consider the growing interest in space tethers.
Multi-km long thin conducting cables are now possible.
Given the interesting and useful applications that the
dynamics of these structures imply, NASA and the DoD
have initiated several studies of the electrodynamics of
tethers. One interest here is the use of these tethers to
generate electricity. The basic principle is well known
and contained in the Lorentz relationship:

whertx
B = the magnetic field (vector)
L = the tether length (vector)
For a conducting object in low Earth orbit, the VXB
electric field varies from a low of about (O. 1 V/m) at the
equator to a maximum of (0.3 V/m) over the polar caps.
As Eq. 5 states, the potential depends on the orientation
of the tether relative to the VXB electric field vector. For
a 10 km tether (easily possible with present technology),
a potential difference of up to 30,000 V is possible.
Problems arise, however, in achieving the current flow
necessary to utilize the energy as it is not clear that a
sufficient ion current is possible without resorting to an
ion thruster or similar emission device.28 This is an ongoing topic of research and debate.
Over the last few years, experimental work in low
altitude charging has concentrated on monitoring charging
events on the low altitude (800 km), polar orbiting
DMSP satellites. Papers34 have reported potentials
ranging from a few hundreds of volts to over a kV. It
now appears that far from being a very rare event,
moderate charging events (i.e., above the -200 to 500 V
differential potentials normally believed to be the
minimum necessary to cause arcing) are relatively
common for polar orbiting spacecraft (note there have
been few reports of anomalous spacecraft events attributed
to this environment, however).
Given adequate
measurements of ionospheric and geomagnetic activity, it
should be possible to determine the occurrence of such
events in real time as in the case of geosynchronous
charging as the two are intimately connected,
Another area of low altitude charging interest is that
associated with induced potentials. In a series of rocket
and satellite experiments, the DoD and NASA have
completed several interesting studies over the last decade
into the effects of induced high potentials on solar arrays
and of plasma beams on spacecraft potentials, Intended
primarily to parametrize the ranges over which exposed
high potential surfaces can be biased before arcing sets in
and to demons&ate control of the discharge process, two
series of experiments stand out. The f~st of these are the
ongoing solar array experimen~s associated with the
PASP Plus APEX satellite experiment.35 Launched into
a 363 by 2550 km elliptical orbit on August 3, 1994, by

a Pegasus rocket, this experiment consisted of a collection
of several types of solar array cells. Ranging from solar
concentrators to representative samples of the Space
Station arrays, the cells were biased over a range of
voltages @500 V) and their current collection and arcing
characteristics measured. in particular, the electron current
collected by the se-called snap-over phenomena for
positively biased solar array s23’3b was studied. Likewise,
arcing for large negative potentials were also3 monitored.
The results are still being analyzed, however. 5
The final low altitude charging experiments of
interest are those associated with the Ballistic Missile
Defense Organization’s SPEAR Program.37 In a series of
three launches between 1987 and 1993, rockets were used
to characterize the ability of a power system to maintain
high voltages (upwards of 40 kV) in a dense ionospheric
plasma (-200 to 300 km). These rocket flights were very
successful in demonstrating the generation and control of
multi-kV potentials in dense, ionospheric plasma.
Careful, ground-based studies permitted accurate
modeling of the subsequent observations and detailed
evaluations of a variety of techniques for controlling,
measuring, and establishing high potentials in space
without the need for heavy insulation relative to the
plasma. These results promise a new era in the utilization
of high voltage systems in space.
Conclusions

To summarize, the study and analysis of spacecraft
charging over the last fifteen years has demonstrated a
growing maturity. Surface charging is recognized as a
serious operational threat to spacecraft and usefid design
guidelines are in place for its mitigation that were made
possible in large part by the success of the SCATHA
program. Internal charging has grown noticeably more
important as a source of charging/arcing. With the flight
of CRRES and its internal charging experiment, flight
confutation now exists of this Phenomenon
over the
.
entire radiation belts. At least for geosynchronous orbit,
it is cumently possible to provide a real-time internal
charging index: lJnfortunately, no consistent, formal
internal charging design guidelines exist. Mitigating
design rules now in use. by a few knowledgeable engineem
ned- to be consolidated and improved for use in the
public domain. Finally, low altitude charging effects are
slowly yielding to detailed computer analysis and
experiment. “rhea-y and evidence are converging on
consistent models and techniques. Successful conclusion
of this process promises major advances in the utilization
of the low altitude space environment. In particular, the
use of tethers and of high voltage systems now appear
possible if proper consideration to the details is
‘maintained. - The last fifteen years has thus seen
significant and meaningful progress in an important
scientific and engineering area of research--spacecmft
charging.
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